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Gripping as some period film and TV 
dramas are, it can be difficult for we 
vehicle enthusiasts not to be distracted 
by the chosen modes of transport – ‘oh 
look, a MKII Ford Zephyr, my dad had 
one of those’ or ‘that’s wrong, this is 
supposedly set in WWII but those chrome 
headlights weren’t fitted until 1946’. As 
our feature on pages 5-7 shows, there’s 
an entire industry dedicated to such 
matters, one you can be a part of.

The motorcar can be enjoyed in many 
and varied ways and we engaged the 
help of a longstanding international 
Concours D’Elegance judge to better 
understand this particular brand of 
automotive amusement. Switching from 
excellence on land to perfection in the 
sky, we learn about Martin-Baker, the 
British technology company that leads 
the world in the design and manufacture 
of ejection seats and has saved 7,456 
lives to date as a result.

This issue’s Classic Character is best 
remembered as the voice of ‘Tomorrow’s 
World’ but kept us spell-bound through 
20 Grands Prix, 30 Farnborough Air 
Shows and countless state occasions 
too. He also survived 2.5 tours as a 
WWII Spitfire pilot and was a rally driver 
of note. His name - Raymond Baxter 
OBE. The subject of Missing Moniker 

is Piper, a company that built striking 
road cars and a decidedly avant-garde 
Le Mans challenger (see above) – 2016 
is the 50th anniversary of the marque’s 
foundation.

Do you know the make of your classic’s 
wipers or mirrors? Like as not it’ll be Tex, 
a brand we now own and manufacture – 
find out more on pages 18-19. Read too 
about BMH dealer Brown & Gammons, 
which has been ably serving the MG 
community since 1977. Finally, are 
you a channel tunnel or ferry person? 
Whatever, the history of P&O makes 
pretty fascinating reading.

Enjoy!
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Above: Piper’s rapid, three foot high 1969 Le Mans challenger failed to make the race, but certainly  
made waves in practice.
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BROWN & GAMMONS

Brown & Gammons’ name has been 
synonymous with MG for as long as 
most enthusiasts can remember; 
in fact since 1977 when T-Type 
racing friends Ron Gammons and 
Gerry Brown first pooled their 
expertise for the benefit of the 
make’s budding community. The 
company continues to operate 
from Baldock, Herts where it was 
founded; nowadays with Ron as 
Chairman and his son Malcolm 
as Managing Director. It still 
successfully specialises in MGs too, 
though other marques are catered 
for – eg last year the workshop 
simultaneously housed an XK120, 
XK140 and XK150. Classic Astons 
and Healeys can also be spied 
on occasion, as Malcolm says: 
“There are lots of common parts 
to these ‘50s and ‘60s models – if 
you can service and repair one, 
you can ably handle the others.”

Modern cars also play their part: 
“Classic British sports cars are 
our heartland, but we have the 
diagnostics to look after modern 
vehicles, and our biggest change 
in recent years was taking on 
the MG franchise. We had never 
sold new cars before, but are 
proud to have recently come 
seventh overall out of 57 dealers; 
most of whom have had such 
businesses for years. SAIC, the 

Chinese conglomerate that now 
owns the  marque, has invested 
phenomenally in new models and 
last year found homes for 280,000 
examples – by 2016 annual totals 
could well eclipse that of all MGs 
sold originally. We like the way the 
Chinese are protecting the brand 
and the product is good – the MG3 
in particular sells extremely well.”

Traditionalists fear not – this is 
an exciting addition to Brown & 
Gammons’ core activities, not a 
replacement. Indeed the company’s 
service, repair, restoration and 
parts business for classic MGs 
is all on the up. Some 600 parts 
lines are remanufactured and a 

total of circa 25,000 products 
are available over the counter 
or worldwide via the internet. 
An MOT bay is another recent 
innovation, though Malcolm is at 
a loss to understand the change 
in regulations: “With a 42 per cent 
failure rate for older cars, it makes 
no sense whatsoever to allow 
pre-1960 cars to go untested.”

The Gammons family trophy 
cabinet is already bulging. With 
business thriving, does Malcolm 
still find time to race? “I managed 
just one event last year, but rest 
assured I will be out during 2015 if I 
can.” For further information on the 
company see www.ukmgparts.com. 



Motoring Classics in

Two things date films and TV programmes more than any other – costumes and cars 
– and even those uninterested in vehicles can define particular eras by them. Their 
sourcing is therefore a vital ingredient of programming and long ago spawned an entire 
industry of its own. Motoring Classics decided to delve behind the scenes – where, we 
wondered, did the cars, vans, trucks and other vehicles for such popular dramas as 
Downton Abbey, Foyle’s War, Mr Selfridge etc emanate from? It transpired the answer in 
these particular cases lay with the Bucks-based operation, Motorhouse Hire. 

Now a major player, the company was founded in the early 
‘70s by John Geary. He was a renowned dealer and collector 
of pre-WWII vehicles, who regularly sourced interesting cars 
from such far flung markets as Australia and America. This 
specialist activity put him in pole position to supply the 
vehicles for Granada TV’s adaptation of the Evelyn Waugh 
novel Brideshead Revisited, and the seed was sown. 

Countless TV and feature film contracts later, Motorhouse is 
now run by John’s son Michael and is providing everything 
from motorised lawn mowers to rocket launchers, 24/7, 365 
days a year. He explains how things work: “The programmes 
send us their scripts.

Read more >
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Though racing has yet to begin, we 
already have a prize! Actually it relates 
to last year, but we are very proud to 
have been awarded the 2014 SKF Tro-
phy by the Aston Martin Owners Club 
(AMOC) for the best prepared race car 
at their events. The real credit goes 
to Ralph Saunders of Pitstop Ltd who 
prepares the BMH MGB, and it was 
quite rightly presented to both he and 
I at the AMOC prize giving on January 
17, and now holds pride of place in 
our boardroom. 

This year sees a major change to our 
racing calendar, as the AMOC Equipe 
GTS and the MGCC Ecurie GTS have 
been combined into one series under 
the Equipe GTS banner. And, as it will 
operate at the premier events of both 
clubs, we can surely look forward to 
another year of great racing with the 
trusty MGB. With the rationalisation 

come a couple of amendments to 
the regulations – ie all cars will now 
run on Dunlop historic race tyres 
and the capacity of the MGBs will be 
restricted to 1840cc. Fortunately the 
engine change is not mandatory for 
this season, though as we will still 
be running a 1950cc unit we will now 
have to compete in the same class as 
the TR4s.

A fresh and exciting development 
is that we will also be running at 
the Goodwood Members’ Meeting 
in March in Barry Sidery-Smith’s ex-
Works Le Mans MGB, DRX 255C. This 
will enable me to fulfil an ambition 
to race at the wonderful circuit, and 
make a great start to the season.

We have the track debut of the BMH 
Austin A40 to look forward to as well. 
Regular readers will be aware of its 

progress (see P10 - 11 for further 
news) and, though we may not make 
the first race that’s scheduled for April 
4, we do expect  to be at Donington 
Park on the early May bank holiday 
weekend.

Hard though it is to believe, 2015 is 
notable for being the 40th anniversary 
of the Thorougbred Sportscar 
Championship. This year’s calendar 
will include some celebratory races, 
and Motoring Classics will once again 
be supporting the overall series 
as well as some special awards to 
commemorate the longevity of this 
ever-popular championship.

So, we have a very exciting programme 
on the horizon and if you attend any of 
these events, please do come and say 
hello – you’d be most welcome.

British Motor Heritage MD John Yea previews the season ahead

www.motoringclassics.co.uk   www.bmh-ltd.com www.motoringclassics.co.uk   www.bmh-ltd.com

Clockwise from  top left: BMH’s prize-winning MGB; the ex-Works MGB, 
DRX 255C; the BMH team receiving the 2014 SKF Trophy. 2

Brideshead Revisited Made In Dagenham The Bank Job
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We then assemble a suitable selection of 
vehicles from which they choose. There 
are many criteria to consider, eg they 
must:  

 suit the era and characters involved  
 be available throughout the 
 shooting period  
 be located within a sensible distance  
 of the filming location  
 be practical – ie withstand the rigours  
 of film work, which might see them left  
 ticking over for long periods; cars   
 prone to overheating or oiling plugs are  
 a no-no

“We have four main sources for compiling 
such selections, namely:

 Our own collection, which is now so  
 large it would frighten me to calculate  
 the exact number! 
 Manufacturers – we work with all   
 the major ones, as it is important the  
 programmes echo real life. People   
 would soon complain if the only   
 modern cars they saw were Fords  
 or Vauxhalls 
 Private owners – our database   
 now runs into tens of thousands. It is  
 important that we can work well   
 with the people concerned (they are  
 effectively representing our company)  
 and most of our contacts either start  
 as friends or become them 
 Collectors – many justify their passion  
 by making their vehicles available for  
 film and TV

“When borrowing cars we have two 
clients – the film or TV programme and 

the owner. Once we’ve agreed a budget 
with the customer we know exactly what 
we can offer the owners – typically this 
would be £250 to £350 per day for one of 
the older cars (plus fuel) rising to perhaps 
£500 for something as rare and special as 
a Rolls-Royce Silver Ghost. Some owners 
will only supply a car if they can drive it 
themselves, while others don’t even feel 
the need to attend. 

“Where the distances are sensible, we like 
owners to drive to and from the set – it 
proves the reliability of the vehicle con-
cerned. However, we don’t like to test the 
older ones unnecessarily and will organise 
transport whenever required. This has its 
own challenges, as some of the older cars 
and trucks won’t fit on modern articulated 
transporters and have to be moved on 
specialist trailers behind 4x4s. 

“Producers who cut corners by going 
straight to car clubs or private owners 
can create a risk for all concerned, as 
specialist insurance is a vital ingredient 
of the professional package we provide. 
Owner’s own policies will not include such 
work and, without public liability cover, 
they run the risk of being sued should an 
actor be injured on set etc.

“People inevitably ask about damage to 
the cars, and I can honestly say that in 
all the years we’ve been involved there 
has never been more than a rare dent 
or scratch, which was then repaired by 
our own paintshop or one of the owner’s 
choosing. The accidents you see are 
faked and generally involve vehicles spe-
cially created for the purpose; as in the 
case of the Downton Abbey ‘AC’ in which 
Matthew Crawley controversially met his 
doom – we can confirm that no genuine 

AC’s were harmed in the making of that 
episode! Likewise the Wolseley 14/60 
dedicated to Chief Superintendent Foyle 
which belongs to us and, though appar-
ently crashed on several occasions, has 
never been harmed. The incidents were 
all staged courtesy of a false wing and 
bumper and we invested in a pair of glass-
less false front doors to allow all the in-car 
footage the series demanded.

Among the countless major productions 
in which Motorhouse has been involved 
are: Mortdecait, Made In Degenham, 
Nanny McPhee, Maid of Honor, Miss 
Marple, Poirot – the list is endless. See 
www.motorhousehire.co.uk for more de-
tail and note, Motorhouse is always look-
ing to add new vehicles to its database. 

ALTERNATIVE TAKES
 
Ian Rogers is a car man through and 
through, whose stable has for 35 years 
included the splendidly period RWG 
Denmark special. Approaches to hire an 
E-Type he owned for a Top Shop shoot 
and from Ten Tenths re a Healey 3000 
led him to form The Classic Car Agency 
Ltd. Running since 2002, it nowadays 
boasts an online database of some 650 
privately-owned vehicles that are available 
for film and TV work, advertising and 
fashion shoots etc. The first commission 
concerned placing a classic Yellow Cab 
on the concourse of Victoria Station in 
promotion of a stage version of Grease. 
More recent placements have included an 
E-Type for Garfield II and an Austin 10 for 
the Percy Shaw episode of Britain’s Secret 
Homes. 

The company charges £15 for registration 
and £10 per car, all of which is refunded 

at the first assignment. Its excellent website 
(www.theclassiccaragency.com) carries full 
details of the vehicles on offer, plus a range of 
good quality images.

Other companies offering similar services include: 

www.dreamcars.co.uk
www.greatescapecars.co.uk
www.theopenroad.co.uk
www.caristhestar.com
www.filmcars.co.uk
www.tvtalentsupermarket.com
www.carsincamera.com 
www.complete-classic-car-solutions.co.uk  
www.tentenths.co.uk 

THE OWNER’S VIEW
 
Brian Frith grew up near Aston Martin in Feltham 
and was about to apply for a job when they rudely 
upped sticks to Newport Pagnell. Undaunted, he 
arranged an apprenticeship at nearby Frazer 
Nash. After periods machining cylinder heads 
for Willment and Jeff Uren’s tuning operation he 
moved away from the car industry, but never cars 
themselves and he and his wife Shirley are nowa-
days officials of their local Riley register. 

He still owns the 1946 MKIV Jaguar he bought 
at the age of 17, plus a delightful 1936 Riley 
Lynx Four-Door Tourer. His entrée to film and TV 
work was an approach from Motorhouse Hire, 
since when his cars have appeared in The Mirror 
Crack’d, A Perfect Spy, Love’s Labour’s Lost, The 
Cazalets, Mrs Henderson Presents, a pair of The 
Inspector Alleyn Mysteries, and several episodes 
of Foyle’s War. He has driven the cars himself on 
a number of occasions and separately appeared 
as an extra in Midsomer Murders.

Brian inevitably has many stories to tell – eg the 
shooting of a Foyle’s War episode when Foyle’s 
driver (actress Honeysuckle Weeks) had tem-
porarily incapacitated herself falling out of bed 
following an on-site nap. A make-up girl was sub-
stituted but, as she didn’t know how to drive, the 
scene had to be shot with the Wolseley police car 
being pushed rather than driven, while the con-
trols were operated by a props man squeezed 
into the passenger footwell – the camera never 
lies! He also vividly recalls a shoot at Dunsfold 
airfield where he had to educate Foyle’s Spitfire-
flying son (actor Julian Ovenden) on how to oper-
ate the Riley’s pre-selector gearbox.

Brian is happy to confirm that his cars have never 
been damaged on set and looks forward to pro-
viding them for more such work in the future.
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Made In Dagenham
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The Iron Lady

Testament Of Youth
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Angel Of Death



SOARING
TO 
SAFETY
This is the remarkable story of  
Martin-Baker, a Middlesex-based 
company that has led the world in the 
design and manufacture of aircraft 
ejection seats for over 60 years, during 
which time it has delivered over 80,000 
such items to 92 air forces, saving the 
lives of 7,456 aircrew, to date.

The tale began in County Down, Ireland 
in 1893 with the birth of James Martin 
to a family of farmers. A creative 
child, he had no interest in school or 
agriculture, but was fascinated by all 
things mechanical; especially those 
involving flight. By 1908 he had 
abandoned the world of education 
and followed his sister to Acton, West 
London. There he rented workshop 
space and began inventing. He created 
and patented an aircraft speed alarm, 
built and sold an engine to an Isle of 
Man businessman and motorised a 
horse-drawn mower for his landlord 
in lieu of the rent he could ill afford. 
Excited by motorcars, he even tried

his hand at racing, achieving eight laps 
of the 1928 Ulster Tourist Trophy in a 
French-built Salmson before crashing 
into a butcher’s shop. 

Flight beckoned louder, however, 
and that same year he began flying 
lessons under Valentine Baker at the 
London Aeroplane Club, where he 
became friends with fellow student 
Amy Johnson, ultimately helping her 
to prepare for her record 1930 flight 
to Australia. Though untrained in 
aircraft design, Martin was convinced 
he could better the aeroplanes of the 
time and set out to build an innovative 
monoplane for Johnson to make her 
name with. His brother-in-law was 
persuaded to fund the purchase of a 
former linoleum factory in Denham 
(the home of the company to this day) 
and work began. Lack of funds killed 
that project when all but the wings 
were completed, but with lessons 
learned and investment from a wealthy 
Olympic athlete, Francis Francis, he set 
about creating the more conventional 
MB1, a small, affordable two-seater 
aircraft, during the build of which the  

Martin-Baker Aircraft Company was 
officially born. 

The MB1 showed promise in testing but 
failed to attract potential customers, 
so was cast aside in favour of the 
similarly-constructed MB2 fighter, 
that was uniquely equipped with eight 
Browning machine guns and a crash 
post that raised automatically to limit 
damage and injury in the event of a 
nose-over landing. The military didn’t 
bite though, so attention turned to 
the MB3 that was built to satisfy an 
Air Ministry fighter specification and 
powered by a Napier Sabre engine.  

The initial tests were positive, so it 
was doubly sad when the engine failed 
immediately after take-off, killing 
Valentine Baker and destroying the  
aircraft. As a direct result of the trag-
edy, Martin resolved to devote his re-
maining career to aircrew safety.

The MB3 design was subsequently  
developed into the Griffon-engined 
MB5 – potentially the finest of all British 
piston-engined fighters, but ultimately 
too late for the Air Ministry that was by 
then investing in jet technology. How-
ever, by now Martin-Baker had proved 
itself to be the most versatile of avia-
tion suppliers, producing for example: 
blast tubes for the Hurricane, Ty-
phoon, Tornado, Martlet and Mosquito;  
barrage balloon cable cutters that  
became standard fit on British bomb-
ers; and jettisonable Spitfire canopies, 
over 60,000 were produced during the 
war years. What better company then 
to investigate the problem of escap-
ing from a failing aircraft, and ejection  
seats in particular. 

The Germans and the Swedes had 
experimented with them early in the 
war. Undaunted, James Martin quickly 
progressed from the idea of a swing-
ing arm hoist system to ejecting the 
seated pilot by means of an explosive 
charge. By December 1944 he had 
engaged the help of a lady surgeon to 
better understand the limitation of the 
human spine, and created a 16ft test 
tower at the company’s Denham HQ. 
The world’s first live ejection test was 
performed on January 24, 1946 by 
brave Martin-Baker engineer Bernard 
Lynch from a Gloster Meteor, and the 
first British life saved by such a device  

was that of Flight Lieutenant John Oli-
ver (Jo) Lancaster, who ejected from 
the experimental Armstrong Whitworth 
AW52 on May 30, 1949, courtesy of 
a prototype of the Martin-Baker MK1 
ejector seat.

The rocket-powered MK16 seat of 
today bears little resemblance to 
that early creation and is every bit 
as sophisticated as the aeroplanes 
it inhabits. Nowadays the company’s 
range of hi-tech life-saving hardware 
also includes crashworthy seats for 
both fixed wing and rotary aircraft.  
Sir James Martin passed away in 1981 
at the age of 87, yet the company he 
formed all those years ago remains 
a Martin family concern under the 
firm control of his twin sons, John 
and James. The indomitable spirit of 
its founder lives on too – while he fa-
mously hated dealing with officialdom, 
nothing gave him more pleasure than 
news of another life saved, and on the 
back wall of the Denham foyer are the 
names of all 7,456 to date – how won-
derful a legacy is that?! For further in-
formation see www.martin-baker.com. 
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Martin-Baker seats span the generations
from Meteor to Typhoon

L to R: Valentine Baker, James Martin and
Francis Francis with MB2

The Martin-Baker MB5 heads for the sky
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The engine is in build at Pitstop Ltd and 
will be in interim specification for the 
early part of the season. This situation 
has been forced on us by a temporary 
lack of steel crankshafts (one can only 
hope the ready availability of ones that 
increase the stroke beyond the permitted 

engine capacity is coincidental!). The 
inlet and exhaust manifolds are on their 
way to Zircotec to be treated with their 
unique coating, which not only makes a 
major contribution to under-bonnet heat 
management, but looks superb as well.
Jimmy and Dominic have built up the 

transmission with straight cut gears and 
have been hard at work on the wiring 
loom, which is now complete and ready 
to go when the final assembly com-
mences. They have also virtually finished 
the general sourcing of all the remaining 
components required, and determined 

the general layout of the under bonnet 
area and location of all the car’s special-
ist race equipment. Last but not least, 
there has been some very intricate and 
clever creation of moulds to enable the 
production of lightweight replica bump-
ers and grille, so we can achieve our 

minimum weight target.

As a result of all the above, the sched-
ule has inevitably required revision. 
However, we are still aiming to have the 
car undergoing initial shakedown and 
pre-season testing in April prior to its 
first race in early May.

Managing Director John Yea provides updates on all fronts

NEWSFROM
BMH

The major work on our A40’s bodyshell is nearing completion. The level of toil required has been considerable, 
but 50 odd years of deterioration and myriad dodgy repairs had to be addressed to ensure we have a strong 
basic platform. In addition, the handmade replacement panels have needed considerable ‘cutting and shutting’ 
to achieve a quality fit. It has taken all the considerable expertise of the British Motor Heritage team to produce 
a suitably good looking result, and Paul Wastie and David Jane in particular (ably assisted by our Oxford 
Brookes students Jimmy and Dominic) have worked really hard to bring this about. The roll cage is due to arrive 
in the next few days and we anticipate the body going for paint in the next fortnight. After much debate it is to 
be finished in the same colour scheme as our MGB, with the main body being Mercedes-Benz Jasper Blue and 
the roof, Old English White.

New classic racer

Our other big news for 2015 is the 
upcoming launch of a completely 
revised Motoring Classics website, 
which is on target to go live in early 
Spring. We have been working with two 
partner companies to develop a site 
that’s far easier to use, better aimed at 
the needs of our target customers, and 
which gives us complete control over 
the content and therefore readily able 
to make updates without recourse to 
outside agencies. 

The design has been the work of the Flip-
side Group, who are also responsible for 

the appearance of your Motoring Clas-
sics magazine. This gives us great con-
fidence with regard to how the new site 
will look and feel. The technical build 
and architecture has been entrusted to 
ITQ Ltd, a partner company to APH Ltd 
who support our main SAP computer 
systems. They are well under way with 
their part of the work and this link gives 
access to an interesting clip featuring 
both APH and British Motor Heritage 
(www.bmh-ltd.com/aph).

Web wonders

We have commissioned some new com-
petition parts for sale this year. First off 
are straight-cut close-ratio gear sets 
for the MGB four-speed synchromesh 
gearbox; an essential requirement in 
any serious competition car, as they 
minimise power losses in the transmis-
sion whilst ensuring the engine revs can 
always be retained at the right level. We 
have also sourced 4.1:1 crown wheel 
and pinion units for MGBs equipped with 
the earlier ‘banjo’ axle. This final drive 
ratio is the optimum for an FIA specifi-
cation MGB on all the circuits we use, 
with the exception of the full Le Mans 
track. I have been running one in the 
BMH race car for 18 months now with-
out any issues at all. Both these new, 
highly desirable competition parts are 
manufactured in the UK and available 
now direct from British Motor Heritage  
(www.bmh-ltd.com). 

We are again having a stand at the Race 
Retro show at Stoneleigh (February 20-
22), where we will be displaying a car 
(most probably the MGB racer), plus 
some photos and videos of the new com-
petition A40 in build. We will also have 
examples of the ever-increasing range of 
high quality parts available from British 
Motor Heritage (www.bmh-ltd.com) or 
via the Motoring Classics website (www.
motoringclassics.co.uk). If you are at-
tending the exhibition, do come and  
say hello.

More MGB 
motorsport 
components

Race  
Retro 
attendance
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One of those businesses, it may surprise 
you to learn, is the UK’s cross-Channel 
ferry operator P&O Ferries, which was ac-
quired by the Government of Dubai in its 
2006 takeover of the historic Peninsular 
and Oriental Steam Navigation Company. 

By then the P&O Group had divested its 
cruise operations to the American Carnival 
Cruise Corporation and began focusing 
its attention on global container terminal 
operations. Handling the containerised lo-
gistics of world trade by lifting boxes from 
ship to shore and vice-versa turned out to 
be a very lucrative business, and Dubai 
was able to buy the company and mas-
sively expand its own container handling 
operations around the globe.

P&O Ferries then became the last sig-
nificant vestige of the once mighty P&O 
shipping empire to continue flying the dis-
tinctive house flag of the old P&O Group, 

symbolising as it does the colours of the 
royal households of Spain (red and yellow) 
and Portugal (blue and white). This serves 
as a reminder of the origins of the old par-
ent company which won the contract to 
deliver mail from England to the Iberian 
Peninsula in 1837, and later expanded its 
operations to the orient.  And, although the 
name P&O is also licensed to the Ameri-
can owned P&O Cruises by Dubai, there 
is no connection whatsoever between the 
two organisations and the cruise company 
no longer flies the flag.

Today, P&O Ferries operates more than 
20 ships on nine routes linking Britain to 
the Continent and Ireland. The company 
employs 4,000 staff, carries nine million 
passengers, two million freight units and 
1.7 million tourist vehicles each year. The 
origins of each of its geographical opera-
tions are distinct but do share some simi-
larities, as most ferry routes around the 

British Isles stem from the Victorian rail 
network, which naturally included ports at 
the end of the line.

In the case of Dover, the Southern Railway 
provided a short cross-Channel hop to 
the Continental rail network with its own 
steamers as far back as the late 1800s, 
when all manner of ships were tried out to 
make the choppy Channel a bit more com-
fortable. There was a Victorian catamaran 
paddle-steamer that wouldn’t manoeuvre 
properly and made people ill, and a ship 
with a suspended passenger saloon that 
was designed to counteract the motion of 
the vessel. It didn’t work, as the hydraulics 
had to be manually controlled by a crew 
member anticipating which way the ship 
was going to pitch next. On the North Sea, 
rail-connected ferry services were estab-
lished from Harwich to the Hook of Holland 
and from Hull to Rotterdam. Ditto the Irish 
Sea with Liverpool and Holyhead connect-

ing to Dublin, and Stranraer offering daily 
sailings to Belfast.

What these services all had in common 
before WWI was that there were few cars 
and international travellers went by train. 
However, following the hostilities car 
ownership started to increase and ex-ser-
vicemen wanted to re-visit the battlefields 
under their own steam. Enterprising cross-
Channel shipping companies therefore 
started the first lift-on/lift-off services in 
the late ‘20s, where passenger cars would 
be driven down to the quayside at Dover 
to be craned on board converted mine-
sweepers and colliers. 

Then, during a general strike in France in 
1936, when the crane drivers failed to turn 
up, the captain turned his ship end on to 
the Calais quay, planks were laid down and 
the first roll-on/roll-off (ro-ro) service was 
born. They could not have imagined what 
would follow.

After WWII, as mass-tourism started to 
boom, the cross-Channel market really 
took off, with more and more purpose-
built ships coming on stream and new port 
facilities being developed to handle both 
tourists and increasing amounts of freight. 
This is turn was followed by major road up-
grades on both sides of the Channel.

Today, such huge modern 47,000 tonne 
ships as P&O’s current Spirit class ferries 
are capable of lifting 140 articulated lor-
ries, 250 cars, and 2,000 people all at the 
same time, thereby continuing the tradition 
of bridging the Channel and other water-
ways, despite massive competition from 
fixed links and the boom in air travel. So,
against all odds, the romance of the sea 
and spirit of the cross-Channel pioneers 
is alive and well around our coasts in the 
21st Century, backed (in the case of P&O 
Ferries) by some very enterprising Middle-
Eastern entrepreneurs.
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The Story Of P&O By Chris Laming

A small creekside community of pearl fishermen in the  
Arabian Gulf have transformed their local skyline into  
the HQ of a global economic powerhouse in the space of  
just a few decades. This is Dubai, and when their oil reserves 
started to dwindle they began investing in businesses around 
the world in order to sustain their future.

Above: ‘Invicta’ linked the Southern 
Railway’s ‘Golden Arrow’ service with the 

Continental rail network

Right top: before the ro-ro ferries, cars had to be craned on and off.  
Right middle: an early ro-ro ferry in action. Right bottom: how times have 

changed – here today’s ‘Spirit Of France’ enters Dover harbour



According to the Piper Sports & 
Racing Car Club, some 57 of the 
90(ish) Piper road cars produced 
between 1968 and 1974 still exist, 
together with a number of the 20 
or so racing ones. The marque was 
established in 1966 at Campbell’s 
Garage, Hayes, Kent, by proprietor 
George Henrotte, former Weslake 
engineer Bob Gaylor, and McLaren 
M1A designer Tony Hilder. The 
new car’s name was inspired by 
the establishment’s logo of a kilted 
bagpiper. 

Henrotte had run the Works Gemini 
Formula Junior team and the first Pipers 
built were intended for the track, and 
included an open mid-engined sports 
racer, striking coupe version and both 
Formula Ford and F3 single-seaters. The 
birth of the Piper road car was motivated 
by a group of motorsport enthusiasts 
who wanted to create a circuit racer 
using Sprite mechanicals. A scale model 

was exhibited in 1966 and, despite the 
project’s instigators then falling by the 
wayside, Piper built a full-size prototype in 
time for the 1967 Racing Car Show. The 
reaction was encouraging, but progress 
slow and troublesome until the intervention 
of Brian Sherwood resulted in a switch to 
Ford power and a move to his premises in 
Wokingham, Surrey. 

By 1968 there was a choice of GTT, GTS 
and Sport versions, all of which featured 
special cylinder heads and camshafts 
produced by Piper’s thriving tuning division 
(now Piper Cams). The fibreglass-clothed,
tubular-steel chassis featured Triumph 
Herald steering and front suspension, and 
a Ford axle retained by Piper’s own multi-
link set-up at the rear. Sherwood’s positive 
influence was prematurely curtailed by 
a fatal accident near Brands Hatch in 
December 1969, at which point production 
was adopted by Bill Atkinson and Tony 
Waller under the banner of Emmbrook 
Engineering. It was on their watch the 
P2 (Phase 2) model was introduced that 
featured a 6in longer wheelbase and other 

refinements. The final year of production 
was conducted at premises in South 
Willingham, Lincolnshire, with the last car 
being completed in 1974. However, the 
pair continued their working relationship 
for a further 39 years in the manufacture 
of fibreglass baths.

The most dramatic of all Pipers was the 
innovative three-foot high GTR racer, a 
1300cc version of which was entered for 
the 1969 Le Mans 24 Hour race. It failed 
to qualify, but folklore says the lap times 
were quick enough to well and truly ruf-
fle the feathers of the home-grown team 
of Renault Alpines! For further info see 
www.thepiperclub.org.uk.

MISSING MONIKER
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Baxter was a pioneering radio and 
TV broadcaster for over 30 years, 
prior to which he had completed 2.5 
operational tours as a WWII Spitfire 
pilot. He was also an accomplished 
competition driver who competed in 
no less than 12 Monte Carlo Rallies. 
Raymond had his first car at the age of four – it 
was a pedal-powered contraption made by his sci-
ence teacher father and ultimately painted Camp-
bell Blue in honour of the Bluebird record breakers.  

By 15 he was driving the Morris 10 of a friend’s 
father on the public roads, ‘there was so much less 
traffic in those days; I really don’t think we presented 
a serious danger to anyone’. 

Fascinated by aviation, at the age of 14 he paid 10 
shillings and 6 pence (two month’s pocket money) 
to fly with Alan Cobham’s Flying Circus, after 
which he vowed he’d be a pilot. By August 1942 
he was a fully-trained Spitfire one, as which he was 
twice mentioned in despatches – the first time 
was for a notably daring raid on the Hague-based 
headquarters of the V1 and V2 rocket operations, 
that momentarily put him on a 400mph collision 
course  with the cockerel of a church weather vane. 
The MK XVI Spitfire he flew in 602 Squadron had’ 
Sylvia K’ emblazoned on the side – a reference to 
his eventual partner of 51 years, the American army 
nurse Sylvia Kathryn Johnson.

As the first voice of the BBC’s popular science show 
‘Tomorrow’s World’, Baxter introduced us to such in-
novations as the electron microscope, breathalyser, 
pocket calculator and barcode reader. He reported 
live on the first Concorde flight and the first Channel 
crossing by a passenger hovercraft. Often a com-
petitor in the events he commentated on, he cov-
ered the 1961 RAC Rally in which he won his class 
in a Humber Super Snipe and the 1960 Monte Carlo 
Rally in which he was third overall in a Sunbeam Ra-
pier. He was the voice of some 30 Farnborough Air 
Shows, the Coronation and the state funerals of Sir 
Winston Churchill and King George VI. 

Active to the last, Baxter took part in the 2005 me-
morial crossing of the Association of Dunkirk Little 
Ships in his own much-treasured veteran of ‘Opera-
tion Dynamo’, L’Orage. He made his last broadcast  

at the Goodwood Revival meeting, just two weeks 
before passing away on September 16, 2006 –  
Battle of Britain Day!

RAYMOND BAXTER OBE (1922-2006)
Right: Baxter with Graham 
Hill and Jackie Stewart, Oulton 
Park, 1967 (photo courtesy of 
www.brianwatsonphoto.co.uk) 
 
Below right: Baxter in his 
MKXV1 Spitfire, ‘Sylvia K’

Above top: the Wokingham factory in 1972.  
Above: a smart 1972 Piper P2



As the name implies, the Concours D’Elegance (lit. a concourse or coming together of 
elegance) originated on the other side of the Channel. Though a form of competition now 
inextricably linked with the motorcar, it is understood to have predated the automobile by 
some two centuries, and been an invention of the Parisian aristocracy, who whiled away 
their summer weekends parading horse-drawn carriages though the city’s parks. The 
formula worked equally well without the horse, however, and by the 1920s cars and haute 
couture were being combined to great effect around the high spots of Europe. 

The longest standing and, for some, 
still the best of such events is the Con-
corso d’Eleganza Villa d’Este. Launched 
just two months before the Wall Street 
crash, it employed the sensational sur-
roundings of Lake Como to encourage 
no less than 80 entries of the highest 
quality in that first year. Best Of Show 

was awarded to a Sala-bodied Isotta Fra-
schini. Attempts to revive the proceedings 
after the war were largely unsuccessful, 
until the efforts of Italian historian and 
author Tito Anselmi won the day in 1995.

It has plenty of competition however, not 
least from a fine pair of British offerings. 

Salon Privé started life relatively modestly 
at the Hurlingham Club, by combining fine 
food and haute couture with supercars 
and, yes, a Concours D’Elegance. Organic 
growth influenced a move to Syon Park 
for a few years, while this year’s 10th 
anniversary meeting (September 3-5) will 
take place in the stunning surroundings 

Clockwise from the left: the Best Of Show, 
Pebble Beach, 2014; Best Of Show, Salon 
Privé, 2014; Villa d’Este in all its glory; Prince 
Michael of Kent thunders past Buckingham 
Palace in the Napier-Railton LAT; MPL, 
 National Motor Museum
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of Blenheim Palace, the birthplace of no 
lesser mortal than Sir Winston Churchill. 
Last year’s Best Of Show was awarded to 
the first and arguably most famous Works 
D-Type Jaguar, OKV 1, that was driven to 
second place at Le Mans in 1954 by Duncan 
Hamilton and Tony Rolt and now belongs 
to Peter Neumark, the Chairman of famed 
restoration specialists Classic Motor Cars. 

The other serious UK contender is 
Thorough Event’s so called ‘Concours Of 
Elegance’. The first meeting was organised 
with the acknowledged support of the 
Royal Household on the hallowed turf of 
Windsor Castle, and collected not one but 
two Octane International Historic Motoring 
Awards for its efforts. The following year 
saw a move to St James’s Palace and 
included a blast past Buckingham Palace 
and down The Mall by such automotive 
icons as the Napier-Railton (driven 
with gusto by the Concours’s patron, 
Prince Michael of Kent) and the 1970 Le 
Mans-winning Porsche 917. 

Last year 60 of the world’s rarest motor-
cars flanked hundreds of other automotive 
masterpieces in the Fountain Gardens of 
Hampton Court, where the Best Of Show 

proved to be the legendary 1931 Alfa  
Romeo 6C 1750 Touring ‘Flying Star’. 
This year sees the rapidly advancing 
event move north of the border to the  
Palace of Holyroodhouse (September 4-6).

That all said, without doubt the biggest 
and most important of the world’s Con-
cours d’Elegances take place every year 
on the shores of the Pacific at  Pebble 
Beach. In fact it is arguably the most in-
fluential of all car-oriented shows, and 
is frequently employed by the prestige 
manufacturers to launch new models.

Back in 1950, the American car dealers 
used races to help sell their imported 
sports cars and decided a Concours would 
further widen the appeal of their offering. 
Nowadays, only the rarest and most beauti-
ful motorcars are invited to appear on the 
18th fairway of the famed Pebble Beach 
golf links each year, where the world’s 
premier connoisseurs of art and technol-
ogy amass to view them. As aped by its 
younger competitors, the extravaganza is 
in fact a series of events, there being a 
Tour d’Elegance as well as a Concours, and 
an auction that’s currently the preserve of 
Gooding & Co. The 2014 Best Of Show was 

a 1954 Ferrari 375MM Scaglietti Coupe – 
interestingly, not only was it the first Pranc-
ing Horse ever to snare the top prize, but 
the first pre-war car to do so since 1968.

Years of criticism (mainly from Europeans!) 
that typical Pebble Beach cars were 
over-restored has been heeded to a 
degree – it also arguably encouraged 
the formation of a class for unrestored 
vehicles. Whatever, it is an astonishing 
affair that anybody with petrol flowing 
through their veins should experience 
at least once – this year’s gathering 
will take place during August 13-16.

We’ll leave the final word to the Americans: 
“To contend at Pebble Beach, an automobile 
must be a well preserved or accurately 
restored vehicle still quite capable of doing 
what it was meant to do – be driven. It will 
almost certainly have some historic value, 
and perhaps in its day served to debut 
new technology, or new styling trends, 
or it has an amazing racing record. And 
it will be rare. Oh, and elegant.” Quite!



Tex’s decline as an OEM supplier was 
prompted by the move to the manufacturer 
fit of external rear view mirrors. This effec-
tively removed a significant percentage of 
the company’s turnover just when it needed 
to invest in the increasingly sophisticated 
wiper and wash systems that were also 
coming into fashion. As a result, the com-
pany was downsized and sold in the 1980s 
and the name changed to MRM-Tex Ltd in 
1986. The current moniker of Tex Automo-
tive Ltd was adopted in 1995, following a 
move from London to Witney. The firm was 
acquired by British Motor Heritage (BMH) in 
May 2008 and relocated within our prem-
ises shortly afterwards.

Wipers and washers 
Tex’s Classic range of windscreen wiper 
arms and blades is extensive and will equip 
most post-war vehicles. Even today these 
wiper systems are used as original equip-
ment by some low volume British vehicle 
manufacturers; particularly those making 
cars with flat, low windscreens.

The company is able to supply three types 
of wiper head (the part that attaches the 
blade to the drive system) – namely, Col-
let, Lucas and Wedgelock. There is also a 
very comprehensive range of arms avail-
able in a variety of lengths and widths, 
that are offered with the four main types 
of arm to blade attachment – ie Bayonet, 
Spoon, Notched and Clip. The arms can be 
supplied cranked from 30 degrees left to 
30 degrees right too. Blades range from 
Flat ones in 8” and 9” lengths, to the Spoon 
time 8” to 12” long, and the Bayonet and 
Notched variety in 9” to 16” fitments. Tex 
is also able to manufacture bespoke arms 
incorporating specific lengths and angles 
of crank. This service is invaluable for cus-
tomers with rare or modified vehicles and 
is only possible because of our in-house 
manufacturing expertise.

There is a Tex range of original windscreen 
washer equipment as well. This includes  
bottles in various sizes; not least the origi-
nal Tudor period variety. The company also 

has a comprehensive range of washer jets, 
tubing, filters, and connectors, not to men-
tion electric pumps and the Tex Heat ‘n’ 
Wash kit. It thereby caters for all the classic 
owner’s screen wash requirements.

Mirrors
These remain a major part of the business 
too, which is perhaps not surprising when 
you consider the Tex door mirror, finished in 
either polished stainless steel or black, was 
fitted as original equipment to all British 
Leyland vehicles between 1974 and 1983.
The Classic wing mirror range includes all 
the popular shapes, which can  in turn be fit-
ted to a variety of stems and with either flat 
of convex glass. The accompanying illustra-
tion demonstrates the various alternatives 
and allows owners to directly replace most 
original mirrors, or perhaps change to one 
of their own preference, whilst maintaining 
the originality of their vehicle.

There is also a range of interior mirrors for 
both roof and dashtop mounting, as well  
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as a choice of no less than five different 
styles of quarter-light fitments. Then there’s 
the Tex racing mirror and the Tex Torpedo 
racing mirror, both of which were essential 
fitment on the performance (and some ‘as-
piring’ performance!) cars of the ‘50s and 
‘60s. Again, these quality items allow an 
owner to upgrade their mirrors whilst re-
maining true to their vehicle’s original style.

In summary  
Today, Tex Automotive Ltd is the premier 
manufacturer and supplier of genuine 
original equipment windscreen wiper arms 
and blades, windscreen wash equipment, 
and wing mirrors for the majority of Brit-
ish cars manufactured from the end of 
the 1940s to the 1970s. In this regard it 
continues to be an essential supplier of 
parts that allow an owner to maintain good 
clear vision, both through the windscreen 
and to the rear of the vehicle; a vital role 
in keeping classic cars and their own-
ers safe on our increasingly busy roads.  

No other company offers the breadth of 
range or indeed the flexibility of produc-
tion that results from its UK manufacturing 
base - over 95 per cent of the items are 
produced in Britain using the original tool-
ing. This makes the brand a perfect fit with 
British Motor Heritage’s own products, as 
they are also produced to original specifi-
cation on original tooling. For further info 
see www.motoringclassics.co.uk.
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CLASSIC REFLECTIONS 
FROM TEX Courtesy of British Motor  

Heritage MD, John Yea

Tex was established in the 1940s as Magnatex Ltd, who registered the Tex trademark on October 25, 
1944. The company commenced supply of parts to British manufacturers in 1947 and quickly grew 
to be a major supplier of windscreen wipers and interior mirrors to the recovering British  
motor industry. It also established a major presence in the design and supply of vehicle wing mirrors, 
which were a major item for both OEM and dealer fitment all the way through to the mid-1970s. Wind-
screen wash systems were added to the range as they became a manufacturer standard fit.

Tex Classic Wing Mirrors
The mirror heads can be fitted with either flat or convex glass  
and are available with a choice of stem.

Blades
Tex manufactures wiper arms and blades to fit most post-war classic vehicles. Tex can 
also make a bespoke arm to your specific length and angle of crank.
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S23(lh)
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Bayonet and Notched
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8” to 9”

Spoon

Flat blade
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